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New Energy and Weather Services in the Context of the
Energy Transition
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The potential of weather forecasting is increasingly being exploited by power generators and transmission-system operators as renewable electricity generation has become a significant and increasing part of the energy mix in many countries.

Showing how the forecasts are interpreted and actually used,
we suggest avenues for policy makers on how best utilizing
meteorology in the unfolding energy transition through new,
integrated meteorology and energy services.

1. Introduction
A global solar photovoltaic[1] (PV) and wind[2] renewable
electricity boom is gaining momentum across the world, with
worldwide PV and wind capacity having reached, respectively, 310 and 500 GW nominal power by the end of 2016. This
adds to the large hydro-power capacity installed worldwide
(1064 GW by the end of 2016) generating 16.4 % of the
world’s electricity.[3] Only in the first seven months of 2017,
China installed and connected to the grid 35 GW of additional PV power.[4] In brief, renewable energy has rapidly
emerged as a significant alternative to fossil fuel-derived
energy, with traditional energy market being impacted in all
countries where a significant share of the energy mix is produced from renewable energy sources. For example, in Germany, the price of electricity on the wholesale market has
gone from E60 per MWh in early 2011 to E28.96 per MWh in
2016, when the world’s fourth largest economy hosted the
world’s second largest national PV (40 GW) and third largest
wind (50 GW) parks, with wind and solar electricity fed into
the grid at very low and even zero price on a priority basis,
forcing off the market natural-gas- and coal-fired power
plants.[5]
Weather variability has a direct and significant impact on
the availability of energy in its most useful and dispatchable
form (electricity), as the amount of sunshine/radiation, rainfall, and wind speed today directly impacts PV and hydroand wind power generation (the supply), whereas other climatic variables such as temperature and humidity mostly
affect its demand. This has created the field of energy meteorology,[6]with the inaugural international conference held in
2011,[7]and the first comprehensive book providing an overview on renewable energy forecasting methodologies and applications published in 2017.[8]
Because renewable energy sources are highly weather sensitive (hydropower requiring rainfall, PV sunshine, and wind
power ventilation), meteorology and climate science have
become essential tools for improving the utilization of renewable energy through integration of large amounts of
solar, wind, and hydropower into the grid as well as for local
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renewable-energy users self-generating energy in the new
distributed-generation system.[9]
The approach to predicting solar and wind power generation from up to several hours to a few days is becoming commonplace in many countries. Examples go from small countries such as Oman, using weather forecast to maximize solar
electricity input into the grid,[10] to large nations such as the
United States of America, where a high-resolution, rapid
weather prediction system was recently made available.[11]
The debate is open whether a 100 % renewable-energy scenario in 2050, such as that proposed for the United States of
America,[12] Germany,[13] Italy[14] and for many other highly
industrialized nations, is realistically feasible.[15] In the following, we show how weather information is actually used to facilitate the production and use of renewable energy, suggesting avenues for regional policy makers on how to utilize meteorology as an essential tool in the transition to full renewable energy through new, integrated meteorology and energy
services.

2. Weather and Energy: From Demand to Supply
Management
The reason why renewable energy producers obtain significant economic benefits from the ability to forecast weather
and estimate the actual energy production is neatly rendered
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by Figure 1. The plots therein show how the energy produced
by a PV plant in Sardinia without forecasting in 2007 was
sold at flat, low price on the zonal electricity market, whereas in 2010 it was sold at significantly higher prices placing
offers on the day-ahead market following demand, which can
be attributed to accurate prediction of the plant production
based on the neural-network approach to forecasting.[16]

In other words, the dramatic growth of renewable energy
occurred in the last 15 years, in Europe first and across the
entire world later, has changed the scope of meteorology in
the energy sector from a tool to improve the risk management of energy to a more comprehensive objective of improving the resilience of todayQs energy systems in which
water, wind, and sun play a crucial role. Numerous meteorological tools are already available for such predictions, from
the Anemos[19] or the Anfis[20] models used for wind-power
forecasting in Europe or in China to the European climatic
energy mixes (ECEM) model to integrate weather forecasts
with climate models, to enable assessment of how well different energy supply mixes will meet the demand of electricity
in Europe.[21]
What is essential to understand is that these tools provide
datasets that allow the prediction of wind availability and
solar radiation in different geographical and time domains,
assisting the regional (and national) planning and optimization of renewable and overall electricity generation and dispatchment.

3. The Case of Italy

Figure 1. Power production of a PV plant in Sardinia in 2007 (top) and in
2010 (bottom); and market price of the electricity generated without and with
forecasting of energy production (green line). Reproduced from Ref. [16],
with kind permission.

This explains also why, among the three main needs of meteorological information for the energy industry lately identified (to improve knowledge of meteorological data and processes; to provide trusted information to the energy industry;
and to improve access to meteorological and energy data),[17]
the need to provide the energy industry with accurate meteorological and energy forecasting services has been, most
likely, the main driving force that led to the foundation of
the energy and weather research field. Indeed, the stated aim
of the World Energy & Meteorology Council (established in
2015 at the University of East Anglia in the United Kingdom) is “to promote and enhance the interaction between
the energy and the weather forecast communities enabling
the energy industry to adopt weather and climate information, so as to maximize clean energy production and dispatchment”.[18]
Up to about 15 years ago, large thermoelectric and large
hydropower electricity producers relied on weather forecasts
to plan power generation based on straightforward meteorological effects upon consumption (the demand). Nowadays,
conversely, managers of the electric grid and electricity producers rely on weather forecasts to predict the generation
from the large and rapidly growing installed renewable capacity (the supply), which acts as a further constraint on conventional generation to maximize the amount of clean power
offered and traded on the market.
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Exceeding 7.2 % of the overall electricity demand
(310 TWh), PV energy in Italy in 2016 had the largest share
in the energy mix of highly industrialized countries.[22] The
deployment of the feed-in-tariff (FiT) incentive scheme in
Italy between 2006 and 2013, and the simultaneous and at
least partially consequent fall in price of PV systems caused
an impressive surge in the PV-installed power nationwide.
Besides benefiting the environment,[23]Italy’s large PV park
(19.3 GW by the end of 2016) generates over 22 TWh of
electricity concentrated in the central hours of the day of
sunny months perfectly correlating with customer demand;
this has significantly reduced the price of electricity in the
Italian wholesale electricity market (IPEX).[24] Furthermore,
the decentralized nature of PV energy fed into the distribution grid in proximity to its users reduces operating costs related to the transmission grid while offering local voltage
regulation, namely a valued grid service that improves grid
stability and quality.[25]
To ease the management of the rapidly increasing renewable energy flows, Italy’s transmission system operator (Terna)
requires from Italy’s energy services operator (GSE), which
withdraws and sells on the market all the electricity from renewable energy source (RES) plants earning public incentives, an estimate of RES-sourced electricity fed to the grid
on the day ahead. In 2015, for example, GSE withdrew from
the owners of renewable-energy plants and sold on the IPEX
market about 40 TWh out of 315 TWh consumed in the
country in that year.[26] The national regulatory authority,
which is responsible for defining the rules for attributing
costs related to imbalances to all power plants (RES and
non-RES), lately revised the procedures for allocating the
costs of imbalances to be paid by RES power plants. In brief,
in case a RES plant feeds a lower (negative unbalance) or
higher (positive unbalance) amount of electricity, fees pro-
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Scheme 1. Model used by Italy’s Energy Services Operator to forecast energy production on the day-ahead market and inform bids on the IPEX market managed
by GME. Reproduced from Ref. [28], with kind permission.

portional to the amount of the imbalances are charged.[27] To
reduce energy imbalances, and related costs, the GSE performs accurate forecasting of the energy generated by nonprogrammable wind and PV power sources since 2012 using
meteorological modeling to predict energy production in the
subsequent three days (Scheme 1).[28]
In detail, the operator performs weather and energy production forecasting for a large number of power plants all
over the country. The weather forecast models are run twice
per day (at 7:00 and 18:00) for each significant plant in a specific market zone. The output are hourly curves for the subsequent 3 days for each plant in each market zone, through
which the energy operator optimizes its electricity bid on the
IPEX market for the day ahead. Progress has been dramatic.
A state-of-the-art energy-monitoring infrastructure using satellite communication allows the operator to monitor almost
in real time the energy generation from about 3000 renewable energy plants, including hydroelectric ones.
In 2010, almost 26 % of the electricity retrieved by the operator was unbalanced (Table 1). In 2015, the share was reduced to a mere 0.2 %, with a negative unbalance amounting
merely to 45.125 GWh out of almost 30 TWh retrieved from
RES-sourced plants. It is also interesting to note that, in
2011, renewable energy companies producing photovoltaic
and wind electricity in Sicily spent E108 million on the realtime balancing market,[29] with E24.17 million paid to balance
PV plants and E83.84 million to balance wind plants because
forecasting of non-periodical wind velocity is a bigger challenge than forecasting solar radiation, which adds to the fact
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Table 1. Volumes and overall incidence of electricity imbalances from
Italy’s RES-sourced non programmable plants managed by GSE, 2010–
2015. Reproduced from Ref. [26], with kind permission.
Year

Electricity withdrawn [GWh]

Imbalances [GWh]

Incidence [%]

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

11 934.351
21 048.836
30 985.950
33 268.499
33 681.370
28 956.699

3091.313
9001.716
2678.817
876.106
@413.176
@45.125

25.9
42.8
8.6
2.6
1.2
0.2

that wind velocity relates to wind energy to the third power,
magnifying any forecasting error.

4. Policy Recommendations
As the energy transition to 100 % renewable energy unfolds
in countries and regions of the world, the creation of new regional energy and weather services at regional level is highly
recommended. These could be based within regional government departments or within local research institutes. When
existing, such new centers integrating the production of
weather and energy information would optimally rely on regional and national best practices. For example, willing to
create one such center in Sicily, namely ItalyQs largest region
where significant PV (1.4 GW) and wind (1.9 GW) power
were installed in a few years has changed the zonal electricity price formation to such an extent that it caused a signifi-
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cant decrease in the national electricity price,[30] the new service would integrate its activities with the Sicilian Agrometeorological Information Service, for which about 100 meteorological stations were installed across the whole island in
the early 2000s.[31]
Furthermore, the new center could rely on support from
the LaMMA—the Laboratory of Meteorology and Environmental Modeling incorporated from the Environmental
Modelling and Monitoring Laboratory for Sustainable Development consortium in late 2007, which was established in
1997 by the Region of Tuscany along with Italy’s Research
Council Institute of Biometeorology. Along with a reputed
meteorology service running an advanced and continuously
updated operational chain for 20 years already,[32]LaMMA’s
researchers developed a model to map regional wind energy
resources at very high spatial (2 km) resolution, integrating
meteorological and technological information.[33] Hourly
wind estimates were calculated after coupling the Weather
Research and Forecasting prognostic mesoscale model
(10 km horizontal resolution, hourly forecasts from 0 to 24 h
lead time) with the CALMET (California meteorological
model) diagnostic wind model (2 km horizontal resolution),
over the Tuscany region during a 4 year period (2004–2007).
Based on the hourly wind speed estimates at each grid point,
at a reference hub height of 75 m above the local terrain, the
Weibull probability density function was applied to derive
the wind speed frequency distribution, which in turn allows
computing the Betz annual specific energy, availability, and
capacity factors; annual energy production; full-load hours;
and eventually the annual energy production versus turbine
power curve for more than 200 wind generators available at
that time.[34] In addition, all relevant exclusion layers were
mapped, such as archaeological and landscape constraint,
parks, reserves and natural areas, besides conventional geographical features. The resulting “WIND-GIS” (WINDGIS = wind geographic information system) is available in a
web-oriented interactive system, freely accessible by operators. In comparison with state-of-the-art systems available at
that time (2011–2012), the “WIND-GIS” system was rather
advanced and among the few offered on an interactive freely
accessible GIS-based platform. The system was made available including all exclusion layers, at the highest spatial horizontal resolution in Europe, along with that of WRMS (a private weather forecasting agency) system covering Switzerland, which was built on statistical interpolation of sparse
station measurements.[35]
Without the political will that led Germany first, followed
by Spain, Italy, and Greece in Europe and subsequently by
China to establish the FiT incentives mitigating the financial
risk for investors, todayQs ultralow prices of solar PV modules
would never have been reached. The fall in price has gone
beyond any expectation, and now solar electricity generated
using PV modules has become cheaper than coal-based electricity with huge countries such as India undergoing massive
solarization using auctions for huge solar parks based on 20year power purchase agreements, with 1 kWh profitably achieving US$0.038.[36] Now that dramatic cost reduction has
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made solar energy accessible to all, political will should be
broadened to encompass other factors to guide and drive the
energy transition. As Hermann Scheer compellingly
writes:[37]
To be able to discuss energy as a separate matter is an intellectual illusion. The CO2 emissions are not the only problem
of fossil energy. The radioactive contamination is not the
only problem of atomic power. Many other dangers are
caused by using atomic and fossil energies: from the polluted
cities to the erosion of rural areas; from water pollution to
desertification; from mass migration to overcrowded settlements and the declining security of individuals and states.
Because the present energy system lies at the root of these
problems, renewables are the solution to these problems.
Recognizing that the transition from fossil-fuel and nuclear
energy to renewable energy is an economic, environmental,
health, and ultimately moral imperative,[33] new-generation
decision makers will proactively act and include the foundation of new renewable energy research and educational centers providing the weather and energy services discussed in
this study as a cornerstone of new energy policies, along with
the required shifts in regulations, pricing regimes, and the behavior of users identified by Sovacool in a recent conceptualization study on energy transitions.[38]

5. Outlook and Conclusions
Using the case of Italy, this study shows why and how new
energy and weather services should be established at regional level to meet the new weather and climate knowledge requirements of solar economy practitioners, which include
transmission system operators, utilities, renewable-energyplant and biorefinery owners, local communities, and single
owners of solar energy systems. Current policies in other
countries such as Germany, Spain, and Canada, to mention a
few selected countries, indicate a similar trend. In Germany,
the Ministry for economic affairs and energy financed a four
year research project in 2012 that includes the major grid operators, which was funded with the aim to provide grid operators with predicted renewable power generation over the
next 48 h to maximize renewable power input to the grid and
minimize that from conventional themoelectric plants.[39] In
Spain, where wind power covers 19 % of the country’s
demand, the Control Center of Renewable Energies uses a
neural network-based forecast model (Sipreolico), for which
the accuracy was improved considerably between 2008 and
2013; since then, the performance remained practically unvaried mostly because of limitations of the weather prediction models.[40] A recent study on how to optimally use probabilistic forecasts for renewable energy generation[41] mentions as good practice a training course aimed at both forecast users and providers created by the Meteorological Service of Canada. Finally, in China, where by far the world’s
largest national PV and wind power parks are installed, the
State Grid Corporation of China extensively uses real-time
weather forecasting systems developed by its Chinese Elec-
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tric Power Research Institute to meet the needs for power
generation to enhance and maximize the amount of electricity that can be integrated into the grid from PV plants and
wind farms to ensure electric transport safety.[42]
Similar to a previous study in which we identify the need
for regional solar-energy and bioeconomy institutes,[43] the arguments of the present study, in brief, extend well beyond
Italy, as societies in both developed and developing countries
look to distributed generation of renewable energy from
water, sun, and wind as a viable means to get rid of pollution
and dependence on fossil fuels and also to biomass replacing
petroleum as a sustainable raw material for the production
of chemicals, polymers, and functional materials.[44]
In the context of the energy transition, accurate weather
forecasting becomes as important as intelligent grid management and increased storage capacity. As the energy system
undergoes profound transformations due to rapid emergence
of the solar economy, following Wentland and co-workers[45]
we find that previously separate scientific and technology domains start to interact, serving new societal sustainability
needs. For example, professionals working in such new
energy and weather services will need to develop significant
competence in public outreach and communication of weather and energy forecasts.[46] Hence, the education of professionals capable of proactively acting based on such cross-disciplinary knowledge[47]will be a central task of these new
energy and weather centers.
Fifteen years after Scheer’s book[48] on the solar economy,
compelling evidence suggests that “helionomics” is not an
utopia nor an unrealistic and far-fetched scenario. The arguments of this study will hopefully contribute to its further
progress.
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